ENGINEERING - HOT-TAP & LINESTOP SERVICES

TECPESA

in line
HOT-TAP & LINESSTOP

Products and Services for hottapping & linestopping in gas and other fluid pipes -distribution and transmission-. Maintenance & repair in all kind of lines.
FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES. HOT-TAP

HOT-TAP FITTING, TO CONNECT LINES

VALVE CONNECTION

THREE WAY TEE

SPHERICAL

TYPE OF CONNECTION TO LINE

SCARFED

WELDOLET

PAD

FE Full Encirclement
FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES. HOT-TAP

HT FITTING THROUGH VALVE
THREE WAY TEE
SPHERICAL TEE
FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES. LINESTOP

- AUTOBLOCK PLUG WITH FE
- COMPLETION PLUG WITH FE
- THREADED PLUG WITH FE
- FLOW THROUGH PLUG WITH FE
- AUTOBLOCK PLUG IN SPHERICAL TEE
FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES. LINESTOP

AUTOBLOCK FLANGE

AUTOBLOCK PLUG

BLIND FLANGE

AUTOBLOCK PLUG FOR PIGGABLE LINES
HOT-TAP SERVICE

THROUGH VALVE

THREE WAY TEE

DIAMETER RANGE: Hot-Tap from ½” to 72”
PRESSURE RANGE: 150# - 900#
TEMP. RANGE: -20 to 200°C
PIPE MATERIAL: Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel, Polyethylene…
LINESTOP SERVICES

**DIAMETER RANGE:** ½” to 36"

**PRESSURE RANGE:** 150# - 600#. Other upon request

**TEMPERATURE RANGE:** -20 to 150°C. Other upon request

**FLUIDS:** Gas, Water, Steam, Diesel-Oil, Hot-Oil …

**TYPE OF SERVICE:** Single (SP), Double (DP), Triple (TP)….. Linestop
LINESTOP SERVICES

SP LINESTOP
3" 300 # HOT-OIL

DP LINESTOP
36" 600#
LINESTOP SERVICES

DP LINESTOP 24” 600# WITH TEMPORARY BYPASS

LS IN STEEL & POLYETHYLENE DISTRIBUTION LINES

LINESTOP SERVICE 16” 600#
HT & LS technicians with an average experience of more than 10 years

Extensive experience & training:
- Gas Distribution
- Gas Transmission
- Refineries & Chemical plants
- Thermosolar Power plants
- Off-shore
- Oil, …..

Large stock and availability of equipment

Customer support for projects design

Huge capability to supply spare parts, accessories and fittings
Tecpesa designs and manufactures its own equipment and fittings. Tecpesa equipment is compatible with the fittings produced by large manufacturers.

Our engineering team advises about use and application of equipment.

DIAMETER RANGE: $\frac{1}{2}''$ to 72''

PRESSURE RANGE: 150# - 900#

TEMPERATURE RANGE: -20 to 200°C

FLUIDS: Gas, Water, Steam, Diesel-Oil, Hot-Oil …
Training courses for machinery and services
Hot-Tap & Linestop equipment Maintenance & Repair
Spare parts supply